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The Enemy 2009-09-03

the first unputdownable adventure story in this phenomenal series from the author of the bestselling young bond series and award winning comedy writer and performer the fast show down the line charlie

higson they ll chase you they ll rip you open they ll feed on you when the sickness came every parent policeman politician every adult fell ill the lucky ones died the others are crazed confused and hungry

only children under fourteen remain and they re fighting to survive now there are rumours of a safe place to hide and so a gang of children begin their quest across london where all through the city down

alleyways in deserted houses underground the grown ups lie in wait but can they make it there alive

The Enemy 2010-06-23

in the wake of a devastating disease everyone sixteen and older is either dead or a decomposing brainless creature with a ravenous appetite for flesh teens have barricaded themselves in buildings

throughout london and venture outside only when they need to scavenge for food the group of kids living a waitrose supermarket is beginning to run out of options when a mysterious traveler arrives and

offers them safe haven at buckingham palace they begin a harrowing journey across london but their fight is far from over the threat from within the palace is as real as the one outside it full of unexpected

twists and quick thinking heroes the enemy is a fast paced white knuckle tale of survival in the face of unimaginable horror

The Enemy: Books I-III 2014-11-11

when the sickness came every parent every policeman every politician everyone over 16 years old fell ill the lucky ones died the rest begin to decompose becoming crazed confused and hungry for young

flesh now every child and teen must fight for survival against the ferocious adults who hunt them in packs like wild dogs in the first three books of charlie higson s hit series desperate groups of children in

london struggle to find a safe place to live and a way to survive in this new world where death roams the streets

The Dead (The Enemy Book 2) 2010-09-16

the second heart stopping mind blowing book in this killer series from the author of the best selling young bond series and award winning comedy writer and performer the fast show down the line charlie

higson a terrible disease is striking everyone over the age of fourteen death walks the streets nowhere is safe maxie blue and the rest of the holloway crew aren t the only kids trying to escape the

ferocious adults who prey on them jack and ed are best friends but their battle to stay alive tests their friendship to the limit as they go on the run with a mismatched group of other kids nerds fighters
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misfits and one adult greg a butcher who claims he s immune to the disease they must work together if they want to make it in this terrifying new world but as a fresh disaster threatens to overwhelm

london they realize they won t all survive lord of the flies with zombies tons of nail biting action rick riordan creator of percy jackson

The Hunted (The Enemy Book 6) 2014-09-04

the hunted is charlie higson s sixth terrifying installment in the thrilling the enemy series the sickness struck everyone over fourteen first it twisted their minds next it ravaged their bodies now they roam the

streets crazed and hungry the others had promised that the countryside would be safer than the city they were wrong now ella s all alone except for her silent rescuer scarface and she s not even sure if

he s a kid or a grown up back in london ed s determined to find her but getting out of town s never been more dangerous because coming in the other direction is every sicko in the country it s like they re

being called towards the capital and nothing is going to stop them in the penultimate book in the enemy series the survivors stories cross with chilling consequences

The Fear (The Enemy Book 3) 2011-09-15

he doesn t know it but dognut is about to set off a chain of events that will affect every kid in the city the sickness struck everyone over the age of fourteen mothers and fathers older brothers sisters and

best friends no one escaped its touch and now children across london are being hunted by ferocious grown ups they re hungry they re bloodthirsty and they aren t giving up dognut and the rest of his crew

want to find their lost friends and set off on a deadly mission from the tower of london to buckingham palace and beyond as the sickos lie in wait but who are their friends and who is the enemy in this

changed world

The Enemy Series, Books 1-3 2015-10-29

they ll chase you they ll rip you open they ll feed on you the enemy book 1 when the sickness came every parent police officer politician every adult fell ill the lucky ones died the others are crazed

confused and hungry only children under fourteen remain and they re fighting to survive a gang of children begin their quest across london where all through the city down alleyways in deserted houses

underground the grown ups lie in wait the dead book 2 jack and ed are best friends but their battle to stay alive tests their friendship to the limit as they go on the run with a mismatched group of other kids

and one adult greg a butcher who claims he s immune to the disease as a fresh disaster threatens to overwhelm london they realize they won t all survive the fear book 3 dognut and the rest of his crew

want to find their lost friends and set off on a deadly mission from the tower of london to buckingham palace and beyond as the sickos lie in wait but who are their friends and who is the enemy in this

changed world
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The Enemy Series, Books 4-6 2015-10-29

they ll chase you they ll rip you open they ll feed on you the sacrifice book 4 small sam and his unlikely ally the kid have survived they re safe with ed and his friends at the tower of london but sam is

desperate to find his sister their search for ella means sam and the kid must cross the forbidden zone and what awaits them there is more terrifying than any of the horror they ve suffered so far the fallen

book 5 the holloway crew are survivors they ve fought their way across london and made it to the natural history museum alive just but the fight will never end while the enemy lives the kids at the museum

are looking for a cure all they need are medical supplies to get them means a journey down unknown roads suddenly it s not so clear who or what they re fighting the hunted book 6 the others had

promised that the countryside would be safer than the city they were wrong now ella s all alone except for her silent rescuer scarface and she s not even sure if he s a kid or a grown up back in london ed

s determined to find her but getting out of town s never been more dangerous because coming in the other direction is every sicko in the country

The Fallen (The Enemy Book 5) 2013-09-12

the fallen by charlie higson is the fifth awesome book in the enemy series first the sickness rotted the adults minds then their bodies now they stalk the streets hunting human flesh the holloway crew are

survivors they ve fought their way across london and made it to the natural history museum alive just but the fight will never end while the enemy lives unless there s another way the kids at the museum

are looking for a cure all they need are medical supplies to get them means a journey down unknown roads roads where not only crazed hungry sickos hide in the shadows suddenly it s not so clear who

or what they re fighting the fourth terrifying part of charlie higson s bestselling enemy series the enemy is among us 2013 is the year of zombies with brad pitt s world war z and nicholas holt s warm

bodies films hitting cinemas lord of the flies with zombies rick riordan creator of the percy jackson series charlie higson is the bestselling author of young bond and creator of the fast show perfect for

bloodthirsty fans of 28 days later and darren shan s zom b series

The Sacrifice 2012

follows the dual storylines of small sam on his search for ella and of shadowman s discoveries about saint george and the disease itself

The Enemy: Geeks vs Zombies 2013-04-04

can t get enough of charlie higson s gruesome enemy series this exclusive short story will satisfy that thirst for more blood and gore in a changed world where adults have become sickos ravaged by
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disease everyone under the age of fourteen is fighting to survive chris and his friends are determined to mark world book day but when a fellow survivor turns against them they re left defenceless can they

stop a gruesome attack from their violent enemy in a deadly battle of geeks vs zombies

The Sacrifice (The Enemy Book 4) 2012-09-20

the sickness destroyed everyone over the age of fourteen all across london diseased adults are waiting hungry predators with rotten flesh and ravaged minds small sam and his unlikely ally the kid have

survived they re safe with ed and his friends at the tower of london but sam is desperate to find his sister their search for ella means sam and the kid must cross the forbidden zone and what awaits them

there is more terrifying than any of the horror they ve suffered so far lord of the flies with zombies rick riordan creator of the percy jackson series charlie higson is the bestselling author of young bond and

creator of the fast show perfect for bloodthirsty fans of darren shan and 28 days later

Jasper John Dooley: Public Library Enemy #1 2016-04-01

when a series of unlikely accidents destroys his library book jasper john dooley knows he s going to have to pay for the ruined book or they ll never let him back in the library again desperate to get back

there and have a much coveted turn reading to molly the dog he devises a clever way to earn money to pay for the book in this engaging and entertaining story about a boy with a unique way of dealing

with lifeÕs challenges jasper john dooleyÕs creative problem solving soon has the whole neighborhood reading É and eating toast a great starting point for discussions about responsibility owning up to

mistakes and the importance of community

The Fear 2014-04

in london after a worldwide sickness infects adults turning them into zombie like creatures dognut and his crew embark on a deadly mission to find missing friends as hungry bloodthirsty grownups lie in

wait

With the 1st Marine Division in Iraq, 2003 2006

this is a narrative describing the actions of marines in combat during the liberation of iraq blue diamond the 1st division s operation iraqi freedom nom de guerre consisted of some 20 000 marines and

sailors and 8 000 vehicles organized into three regimental combat teams this is not a story of each of them but the story of all of them foreword
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With The 1st Marine Division In Iraq, 2003 2018-11

with the 1st marine division in iraq 2003 no greater friend no worse enemy the events chronicled here capture the story of the marines of the blue diamond as they prepared for war conquered and army

and liberated a nation from across america and beyond they chose the demanding path to become marines these marines marched in the ranks of this national treasure that we call the 1st marine division

and at a time when timid souls or cynical pundits grew loudest these men shouldered their weapons and moved without hesitation against the enemy our victory was not inevitable it was the courage

unselfishness and skill of the young men of blue diamond to whom we owe our victory

Private Peaceful 2012-08-24

private peaceful relives the life of private tommo peaceful a young first world war soldier awaiting the firing squad at dawn during the night he looks back at his short but joyful past growing up in rural

devon his exciting first days at school the accident in the forest that killed his father his adventures with molly the love of his life and the battles and injustices of war that brought him to the front line winner

of the blue peter book of the year private peaceful is by the third children s laureate michael morpurgo award winning author of war horse his inspiration came from a visit to ypres where he was shocked

to discover how many young soldiers were court martialled and shot for cowardice during the first world war this edition also includes introductory essays by michael morpurgo associate director of private

peaceful production mark leipacher as well as an essay from simon reade adaptor director of this stage adaptation of private peaceful

The Fallen 2014-06-10

the enemy is among us first the sickness rotted the adults minds then their bodies now they stalk the streets of london hunting human flesh the holloway crew are survivors they ve fought their way across

the city and made it to the natural history museum alive just barely but their fight will never end while the enemy lives unless there s another way the kids at the museum are looking for a cure all they

need are medical supplies to get them they must venture down unfamiliar streets where it isn t only crazed hungry sickos who lurk in the shadows in this fifth terrifying entry in charlie higson s enemy

series suddenly it s not so clear who or what the enemy is

As the Crow Flies 2011-04-01

enthralling and ambitious sunday times bestseller jeffrey archer s as the crow flies brings to life one man s rise from rags to riches a boy who inherits a barrow and ends up with the biggest supermarket
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chain in the world growing up in the slums of east end london charlie trumper dreams of someday running his grandfather s fruit and vegetable stall that day comes all too suddenly when his grandfather

dies leaving him his legacy his barrow the onset of world war i takes charlie far from home to the trenches of normandy where he learns to deal with any enemy returning to the east end he finds his

barrow stolen and comes straight into conflict with a dangerous enemy whose legacy of evil will follow him and his family for generations even as charlie strives to fulfil the dream his grandfather inspired in

an epic journey set against the turbulent backdrop of a changing century and spanning three continents and sixty years this mesmerizing tale showcases archer formidable talents if there were a nobel

prize for storytelling archer would win daily telegraph

The Dead 2014-04-01

the dead is the second book in charlie higson s jaw dropping zombie horror series for teens everyone over the age of fourteen has succumbed to a deadly zombie virus and now the kids must keep

themselves alive a terrible disease is striking everyone over the age of fourteen death walks the streets nowhere is safe maxie blue and the rest of the holloway crew aren t the only kids trying to escape

the ferocious adults who prey on them jack and ed are best friends but their battle to stay alive tests their friendship to the limit as they go on the run with a mismatched group of other kids nerds fighters

misfits and one adult greg a butcher who claims he s immune to the disease they must work together if they want to make it in this terrifying new world but when fresh disaster threatens to overwhelm

london they realize they won t all survive lord of the flies with zombies tons of nail biting action rick riordan creator of percy jackson higson has got the balance of blood and gore just right daily mirror

charlie higson is the author of the bestselling young bond series of novels for young readers including silverfin and double or die and the spine tingling teen zombie horror series the enemy can t wait for

the next instalment this edition contains the first chapter of the thrilling third book in the series the fear check out the enemy co uk for more blood more zombies and more terror

Worst. Holiday. Ever. 2021-04-29

a hilarious new book from the bestselling children s author adrian mole for the new generation made me cry with laughter and my heart ache lisa thompson author of the goldfish boy funniest book ever

ross welford author of time travelling with a hamster stan is going on holiday to italy with his fifth best friend felix and a load of strangers stan is absolutely terrified luckily his mum s given him an

emergency list that includes how to survive a shark attack and what to do if he gets kidnapped stan thinks that a better list would include how to cope with odd food and what to do if he accidentally calls

felix s mum mum in front of everybody and it soon turns out italy is full of dangers and things that can go wrong one thing s for certain stan s not going to come back the same boy he left he just hope he

comes back at all worst holiday ever is a story about facing fears dealing with worries and how it s ok to be anxious scared and sometimes a little bit brave
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The Enemy 2004-05-11

the 1 new york times bestselling jack reacher series that inspired two major motion pictures and the streaming series reacher a thriller that gallops at a breakneck pace chicago sun times jack reacher hero

loner soldier soldier s son an elite military cop he was one of the army s brightest stars but in every cop s life there is one case that changes everything for jack reacher this is that case new year s day

1990 in a north carolina motel a two star general is found dead his briefcase is missing nobody knows what was in it within minutes reacher has his orders control the situation within hours the general s

wife is murdered then the dominoes really start to fall somewhere inside the vast worldwide fortress that is the u s army reacher is being set up as a fall guy with the worst enemies a man can have but

reacher won t quit he s fighting a new kind of war against an enemy he didn t know he had and against a conspiracy more chilling ingenious and treacherous than anyone could have guessed the enemy

like most of the books in the jack reacher series can be read as a standalone thriller

Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator 2024-01-30

don t you worry about a little thing like that cried mr wonka my great glass elevator is ready for anything this beautiful edition of charlie and the great glass elevator part of the roald dahl classic collection

features official archive material from the roald dahl museum and is perfect for dahl fans old and new so enter a world where invention and mischief can be found on every page and where magic might be

at the very tips of your fingers the roald dahl classic collection reinstates the versions of dahl s books that were published before the 2022 puffin editions aimed at newly independent young readers

The End (The Enemy Book 7) 2015-10-29

it all comes to an end in the final book in the enemy series the sickness struck everyone over fourteen first it twisted their minds next it ravaged their bodies now they roam the streets crazed and hungry

sickos swarm the streets of london gathered in the centre of the city they lie in wait the survivors have one final epic battle to overcome together they must work out a plan of attack and end the grown ups

reign of terror before it s too late the end is coming

Revolver 2010-07-15

sig andersson has a choice to make use the gun or die an unforgettable razor sharp psychological thriller set in the snowy wilderness of the arctic circle recipient of a michael l printz honor 2011 shortlisted

for the cilip carnegie medal 2010 and longlisted for the guardian children s fiction prize 2010 1910 a cabin north of the arctic circle fifteen year old sig andersson is alone alone except for the corpse of his
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father who died earlier that day after falling through a weak spot on the ice covered lake his sister anna and step mother nadya have gone to the local town for help then comes a knock at the door it s a

man the flash of a revolver s butt at his hip and a mean glare in his eyes sig has never seen him before but wolff claims to have unfinished business with his father as sig gradually learns the awful truth

about wolff s connection to his father his thoughts are drawn to a certain box hidden on a shelf in the storeroom in which lies his father s prized possession a revolver as the stakes rise and wolff begins to

close in sig s choice is pulled into sharp focus should he use the gun

Air Cav 2011-06-08

air cav history of the 1st cavalry division in vietnam 1965 1969 is the story of the small close world of fighting men in action told in their own words and supplemented with vivid photographs of the first

cavalry division s experience in the war and a history of the division this volume can be many things to many people a book of memories a souvenir a pictorial essay on airmobility or simply a story of

gallant men at war it can be many things but one thing it is not nor does it pretend to be a complete history of the 1st air cavalry division in vietnam the task and burden of history must lie with the

objectivity of future generations far removed from current pressures and restraints it is true of course that much research for this book has been done from available official records the ultimate source of

written history but even more has been drawn from the vivid recollections of the cavalrymen who fought tasted the brassy bile of fear shared the fierce exultation of victory or were drenched in the dark

despair of death this volume contains the memoirs of a fighting team the first team it is a memory of combat no doubt it is imperfect as all memory is but nonetheless it is real for those who were there for

those who can fill in the inevitable gaps

Enemy Pie (Reading Rainbow Book, Children S Book about Kindness, Kids Books about Learning) 2000-09

a reading rainbow book for your child recommend by experts for children who are reading independently and transitioning to longer books teach kindness courtesy respect and friendship it was the perfect

summer that is until jeremy ross moved into the house down the street and became neighborhood enemy number one luckily dad had a surefire way to get rid of enemies enemy pie but part of the secret

recipe is spending an entire day playing with the enemy in this funny yet endearing story one little boy learns an effective recipe for turning a best enemy into a best friend accompanied by charming

illustrations enemy pie serves up a sweet lesson in the difficulties and ultimate rewards of making new friends the perfect book for kids learning how to make friends or deal with conflict ideal as a read

aloud book for families or elementary schools created by derek munson who has directly shared his children s stories with over 100 000 kids across the globe fans of last stop on market street have you

filled a bucket today and first day jitters will love this reading rainbow classic enemy pie recommend by experts for children who are reading independently and transitioning to longer books and perfect for

the following reading categories elementary school chapter books family read aloud books books for kids ages 5 9 children s books for grades 3 5
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The Hunted 2014-09-04

the hunted is charlie higson s sixth terrifying installment in the thrilling the enemy series the sickness struck everyone over fourteen first it twisted their minds next it ravaged their bodies now they roam the

streets crazed and hungry the others had promised that the countryside would be safer than the city they were wrong now ella s all alone except for her silent rescuer scarface and she s not even sure if

he s a kid or a grown up back in london ed s determined to find her but getting out of town s never been more dangerous because coming in the other direction is every sicko in the country it s like they re

being called towards the capital and nothing is going to stop them in the penultimate book in the enemy series the survivors stories cross with chilling consequences

Book Lovers 2022-05-03

one of my favorite authors colleen hoover an insightful delightful instant 1 new york times bestseller from the author of beach read and people we meet on vacation named a most anticipated book of 2022

by oprah daily today parade marie claire bustle popsugar katie couric media book bub shereads medium the washington post and more one summer two rivals a plot twist they didn t see coming nora

stephens life is books she s read them all and she is not that type of heroine not the plucky one not the laidback dream girl and especially not the sweetheart in fact the only people nora is a heroine for

are her clients for whom she lands enormous deals as a cutthroat literary agent and her beloved little sister libby which is why she agrees to go to sunshine falls north carolina for the month of august

when libby begs her for a sisters trip away with visions of a small town transformation for nora who she s convinced needs to become the heroine in her own story but instead of picnics in meadows or run

ins with a handsome country doctor or bulging forearmed bartender nora keeps bumping into charlie lastra a bookish brooding editor from back in the city it would be a meet cute if not for the fact that they

ve met many times and it s never been cute if nora knows she s not an ideal heroine charlie knows he s nobody s hero but as they are thrown together again and again in a series of coincidences no

editor worth their salt would allow what they discover might just unravel the carefully crafted stories they ve written about themselves

Charlie & Mouse & Grumpy 2017-10-03

in this heartwarming sequel to laurel snyder s beginning chapter book charlie mouse the two brothers enjoy a special visit from their grandpa grumpy follow along as they discuss being medium pounce

each other sing the wrong songs build blanket forts and more paired with effervescent illustrations by emily hughes this touching funny celebration of imagination and bonding will enchant readers young

and old
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Monstroso (Pocket Money Puffin) 2010-05-06

oscar is not looking forward to grandad coming to look after him at the weekend it means he ll have to play endless rounds of chess or monopoly instead of war games on his computer but when he finds

dad s ancient laptop in the study he can t resist logging on to something called project x and all too soon oscar creates a real live warrior who is programmed to obey his every command however

monstroso s wires are more than a little crossed and oscar finds himself in all sorts of trouble crazy fighting and monsters abound in charlie s higson s highly entertaining story for younger readers

Eight Cousins 1875

they called us currahees is not a stand alone publication yet serves as an invaluable compilation of historical information concerning the participation of the 101st airborne infantry division in the vietnam

war i have authored other companion books which explain in greater detail the many incidents battles and missions involving the 3 506th infantry currahees the stand alone battalion published in 2002 is a

pictorial chronology of the 3 506 participation in the vietnam war from 1967 1971 my gift to you published in 2006 contains the stories of those currahees who died in vietnam while serving with the 3 506

101st airborne division the book twelve days in may released in 2010 explains in great detail the involvement of the 3 506 as well as the 4th infantry division infantry battalions and support units in the

northern thrust into cambodia operation binh tay i while opcon to the 4th infantry division in may 1970 these companion books together with they called us currahees will give a comprehensive

representation of combat in south vietnam from the personal perspective of those who served with the 3 506 infantry fought the battles and suffered the many scars of war

Allies, Contacts, Enemies and Rivals 2010

from the author of the latest official james bond novel charlie higson s thrillers are major events mark billingham piercing wit and accelerated action in finely paced style time out lively narration a

superabundance of action gruesome and hilarious evening standard dennis the menace pike former wild man of tottenham is going grey and going straight anyway it was hard work being a yob the birds

the brawls the endless beers and he hasn t really got the energy any more for life on the edge then two old faces turn up from the past the bishop brothers chas and noel famously inept they were bad

news then and they haven t aged well what s worse they need pike s expertise on a scheme wealth distribution really offloading one of the old gang s ill gotten millions robbing the robbers now what s

criminal about that pike still haunted by what happened one wreckless night all those years ago refuses to get involved but old habits die hard and when he suddenly finds his bank account tampered with

pike is drawn back into a world he spent ten years escaping thug or mug he is nevertheless forced to confront a man so psychotically unhinged that his own youth seems like mere kids stuff a slick razor

sharp novel full whack is packed full of searing wit scurrilous characters and nefarious knock about
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They Called Us Currahees 2021-08-11

the definitive book on obama s historic nuclear deal with iran from the author of the foreign affairs best book on the middle east in 2012 this timely book focuses on president obama s deeply considered

strategy toward iran s nuclear program and reveals how the historic agreement of 2015 broke the persistent stalemate in negotiations that had blocked earlier efforts the deal accomplished two major feats

in one stroke it averted the threat of war with iran and prevented the possibility of an iranian nuclear bomb trita parsi a middle east foreign policy expert who advised the obama white house throughout the

talks and had access to decision makers and diplomats on the u s and iranian sides alike examines every facet of a triumph that could become as important and consequential as nixon s rapprochement

with china drawing from more than seventy five in depth interviews with key decision makers including iran s foreign minister javad zarif and u s secretary of state john kerry this is the first authoritative

account of president obama s signature foreign policy achievement

Full Whack 2015-09-17

in the year 2435 a young man named anthony dawkins yearns for a life of his own from a young age he s been forced to raise himself and his beloved sister anthony s isolated parents also expect him to

take over the family business once he was old enough as an act of defiance he joins the unified coalition space operations army in a desperate attempt to secure an independent life for both himself and

his sister away from the stubborn control of his parents while training to become an army trooper anthony uses his strong sense of independence to quickly adapt to the harsh demands of military life with

insurrectionist forces threatening all the coalition holds dear anthony is sent to the stars to fight against the same enemy responsible for bombing his home city but after his first deployment reveals that the

insurrectionists are only a small part of a much larger plot anthony and his fellow soldiers are thrust into the largest interstellar war in history seemingly overnight with the coalition in chaos anthony must

not only keep his promise to return to his sister but also fulfill his oath to defend the coalition her colonies and her citizens

Losing an Enemy 2017-01-01

frederica vale is about to cause a scandal that will make her a target of the most dangerous spy network in england london 1806 fredrica freddie vale would do anything to protect her younger sister when

a dubious benefactor threatens freddie s family he gives the plain girl a mission to keep her sister safe freddie must steal a codebook from enemies of the british crown tristan graylocke has always

benefitted from diminished expectations as the duke s younger brother he can carouse at will during high society affairs it also keeps anyone from suspecting him of espionage as he prepares to pass on

the codebook when tristan spots an enemy spy in the crowd he s not sure if the innocent girl is bad at her job or a master of deception but in this seductive game of cat and mouse will achieving their

mission keep them from falling in love kissing the enemy is the first book in a series of regency romance novels with a dash of espionage if you like simmering mysteries character chemistry and pulse
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pounding action then you ll love this amorous adventure from usa today bestselling author leighann dobbs and co author harmony williams

Interstellar Warfare 2020-08-07
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